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With the Hardwick Open Gardens, holidays and helping

sisters move house, we were slightly depleted for the

June outing. However, the quality was the highest

seen so far with the average score of points being 31

(including Mr Hague’s 18 points!). Some would say the

new handicap dictatorship system seems to be

working?!

The course itself was in fantastic condition (much

improved on last year’s) so there were no excuses.

Bob teed off first with his group comprising Kevin,

Paddy and Trefor - believed to be the highest aged

group to have ever started together in this society.

Tom Bowen led the youngsters, consisting of his

younger brother Andy, James ‘William’ Hague and

myself….very much the fitter party on the day.

This proved to be the case when on the 10th, Paddy had

to retire, believed to be injured….or maybe it was the

amount of golf he’s played recently – all too much for

him!

Trefor had fun cutting down some of the rough on the

course – with his 9-iron. The Club’s greenkeepers are

considering offering him a job there on a permanent

basis (there is certainly less rough there now by all

accounts!).

Other highlights included some very insightful

comments from James ‘Douglas’ Hague after a large

drawn tee shot from Tom on the 13th – “If you’d have

hit that straight, it would have gone straight down the

middle!”. Quite brilliant really.

James (again!) decided it was more fun to play from

rough to rough, instead of the nice mowed fairway (it

was nice James, honestly!). Still, living in Weedon, he’ll

be used to being in rough places.

Confidence is a wonderful thing. Andy, Tom and I

decided it would be fun to ‘do a Happy Gilmore’ drive

on the 14th. Jolly good waste of two balls and two

shots! I say ‘two balls’ because Tom’s version of the

infamous style of running up to the teed up ball and

hitting it whilst still on the run, was more a running

up……standing still….addressing the ball…..and then

hitting it, didn’t really encompass the spirit of the

occasion! ;)

Anyway – to the results:

NTP – Andy Bowen, with a ball that finished 27 yards

from the hole, greeted with his customary run around

the green taking the acclaim! (£5)

LD – I’m ashamed to say it was me (but someone needs

to pay for my new iPhone!) (£5)

Points tally

Tom Bowen 36 WINNER! (£20)

Andy Bowen 34CB RUNNER UP (£10)

Farmer Bob 34

Kevin Collins 33

Trefor Williams 32

Dave Rose 31

James Hague 18 (eighteen)

Paddy Mulhall DNF

The Leaderboard after three events is as follows.

Remember – the best three results from each golfer

will decide the overall winner! Kitty in the fund so far is

over £50!! After ‘Dave tax’ that leaves at least £8.50!

Aylesbury Park Golf Club

Golfer 21-Apr 25-May 29-Jun To Date

Andy Bowen 6 6 8 20

Dave Rose 8 8 16

Trefor Williams 4 10 2 16

Tom Bowen 4 10 14

George Main 10 10

Farmer Bob 6 6

Kevin Collins 4 4

Brian H 2 2

Jack Mitchell 2 2

Tom posing for the 

camera

James struggling with 

9+9 on his scorecard

Bob with a 

pint not 

too far 

away

NEXT DATE: 27 JULY

BOOK NOW!!


